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THE COURT RESUMES ON 1967-06-17:

PQPQ SIMON MOLEFE, duly sworn states:

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY HR JACOBS: Mr Molefe, is it

correct that thousands of copies of the UDF declaration were

printed and distributed? -- That is correct.

COURT: You mean apart from nA1n?

MR JAC0B5: Apart from »A1», only the declaration itself? —

That is correct.

To whom were they distributed? -- They were distributed

generally to everybody who was interested in receiving it.

The public at large? -- That is correct.

And where uere they distributed? -- All over the country,

in White areas, Black communities as well as to tha inter-

national communi ties and organisations as well.

And uere they distributed at the UDF rallies and so on,

other meetings? -- They would have been distributed at that

level as uell.

lilhy was it distributed on this national level? -- It

was crucial for the UDF to put across its views to as wide a

public as passible. In a sense it was to popularise the UDF

and to get the public to debate broadly the issues of the

time, the new constitution and the Koornhof bills, and to

understand the reasons why the UDF was opposed to the reform

proposals of the time.

And on the face value of the declaration, is it so that

the masses must realise that the Government will not hand

over the power and the government to the masses? -- That is

not so.

Well, on the face value of it, la it not stated there

that we know that apartheid will continue? — It is stated.

And/..•
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And so it must be understood by the masses? -- That the

neu constitution is simply a perpetuation of the apartheid

policies, yes.

And that apartheid will continue, that the masses must

understand it? -- That is so.

And that Unite domination and exploitation will continue,

that is what the masses must understand? -- That the new

constitution wa3 not addressing these issues, yes.

That the Government will always use false leaders and

became its junior partners and to control the masses? -- May '}Lj

I request that I be given "A1". It seems like the learned

counsel is referring to "A1". I just want to make sure that

what is put to me is "ufiatT i"s there" in-the exhibit. I have

got the exhibit.

And is it then so that the masses must understand that

tne Government will always use false leaders to become its

junior partners to cantrol the masses? -- That is correct.

And is it correct that it is important that the masses

must accept that they will be parties to fight the govern-

ment and to liberate and take over power? -- U h 31 section is ^ u

counsel referring to?

I am putting it to you in general. -- May the question

be repeated?

Is it correct that it is also important for the masses

to understand and to accept that they will be the parties to

fight the Government and to take over power? -- That it was

crucial for them to oppose the new constitution and the

Koornhof bills.

Yes, but that is not my question. -- To dissuade the

Government from continuing to let junior partners or people 30

who/.••
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who are not accepted leaders to control the people, the

communities, the oppressed communities.

That is not an answer to my question. My question is

that the masses must accept that they will be the parties to

fight the Government and to take over power? -- That they

must get involved in the struggle to end apartheid, to

create a situation where power will not be in the hands of a

minority but all the people of the country will have a vote,

in that context, yes.

And in the context of they must be the parties to fight 10

tne Government and take over power? -- There is no question

of the take-over of power. The struggle is to end apartheid

and have a vote for all the people. If that take-over power

is meant in the context of a vote, then yes.

Is it nat so that LJOF over and over stated that the

masses must be the liberators? -- That point we have made in

the past.

So the masses are the people who must be t."i3 liberators?

-- That is correct.

So the message is clear to the masses that the Government 20

will not give up power and the Government will not hand over

the government to the masses? -- The Government will not

give a vote to the oppressed people unless they demonstrate

to the Government that what it is offering is not correct,

is not good, is unacceptable, and ' when we talk about the

participation of the masses in the struggle to free them-

selves, this must be understood in the context of the argument

that we in the UDF have presented time and time again, where

ue say that we do not believe that a feu individuals, a

clique of leaders or activists can decide a future for the 30

people/...
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people, that they can engage in the struggle on behalf of

the majority of the people, that in fact if there hab got

to be any change, that the ordinary people themselves must

participate in the struggle to bring about that change,

their idsss, their views must influence the content of the

change that must take place- This much ue have said. And

we are not alone in saying this. Very many other people

who uent befcre us have said thst, and even recently when

there ues the Issue of Norueto, a committee thst was set up

to dissuade the Government from going ahead creating a new 10

townships far Blacks between I think Sandtan 2nd Halfway

House, they made that point very clear. They said that

unless ue unite, unless ue-speak uith one voice, the Govern-

ment is not going to listen to us. It uill j u 31 go ahead

uith i ts plans .

And if the Government is not going to listen to tnsm

and is going to keep the government and not gring to hand

ever the pouer to the people, hau are they going to liberate

themselves? -- Lie nave get no reason to believe- that the

Government uauld not listen to the voice of tri= people, if -£

people if people have built a strong and effective voice•

It has listened to people in the past. It had continued to

da so in the time of the emergence of the United Democratic

Front. There is no reason for us to believe that the Govern-

ment uauld not listen, and in fact the fact that in a situat-

ion in which other people had adopted violent methods, we

in the UDF set up an organisation that was committed to

. peaceful change. Ue did so because we fully understood

I that if we were to build strong enough a voice of apposition

ue would be able to move the Government. 30

Do/..•
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Do you agree, Mr Molefe, what you said just now is

contrary to what the belief is that is conveyed in the

declaration here? -- That is not so, I dealt with the

declaration at length and I dealt uith that section, and I

explained very clearly what that section means- It is not

just something that is dealt uith in isolation- It is

something that is dealt uith in relation to the effect of

the new constitution as ue ssu it, an analysis of the nay

constitution and giving reasons why ue think that the neu

constitution should not be accepted, and we say this nsu 1

constitution is net changing th2 relations of domination of

the majority of the people by Whites. It is not changing

the exploitation of the oppressed communities. . It is not

changing the policies relating to the removals and the

Group Areas Act and the Eantustans and so fartn. It Is in

that context that ue are dealing uith this. Ue are not

dealing uith this in isolation from the neu constitution,

and ue are really saying that unless ue build a strong

voice, the Government will just go ahead uith -ness tnincs.

It uas crucial fo: us to understand these issues so t n =. t ue 2

= :s able tc mount 25 strong an apposition as passible so

that the Government does not go ahead uith its plans.

You see, Mr Holefe, I uould like you to r.ave a look at

EXHIBIT "AL3G". It is Volume 2. This is a United Democratic

Front document issued by the Eastern Cape. Is that correct?

-- It has got an Eastern Cape logo on it and it has got

United Democratic Front Eastern Cape-

Uill you agree to it that this document adheres to the

UDF policy and principles? -- I do not knou. I had not

seen tha document before, I sam it as an exhibit in this 3

case/...
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case and in fact I have not had the opportunity to read

this particular document.

If you will have a look first at page 2, start from

the top please. "Over the coming months we, the activists.."

Mr Molefe, will you read for the sake of the other accused

because I must read here and away from them. --

"Over the coming months ue, the activists, will be

going to the people tD collect the hundred thousand

signatures for the UDF declaration. We will be speaking

to the people in their homes, at churches, in the 1 D

streets, bus ranks, wherever people are to be found-

It is important that we have adequate information on

the topics we are going to be discussing, that is the

UDF, constitution and the Koornhof bills (and why we

reject the latter two). Very important also is that

we use the correct approach when speaking ~a the people."

I do not know haw far I must read.

"This briefing will guide us in our wcrk. lite need to

add onto this document information about our area,

local organisations and other issues not mentioned in 20

here. The briefing will be done in two sections. The

first will be about the house visit and some sugges-

tions on our approach. The second will be on the

information we mill be needing. Read through this

briefing and discuss the ideas in here before going

into the field. Remember that when we are out in the

people's houses, we are carrying the name of the UDF

and its policies and principles."

MR JACOBS: Will you agree on this that according to this

document, ue are carrying out the name of the UDF, its 3 0

policies/.••
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policies and its principles, and not the region but the UOF

itself7 -- That is what this document says. I have given

that, it has got the Eastern Cape region, it may uell mean

that he is referring to that region of the UDF.

But it is the policies of the UDF? -- It may uell mean

that it is the policies of that region. One cannot dispute

that.

And what is stated here also is that there will be

house visits where the policies and principles of the UDF

•jill be made kncwn to the people on a house-to-house basis? ^

-- That is correct.

Will you have a look at page 8, the fourth paragraph

from the top. Will you read that? — M'Lord, I would like

to read it in context. I think I should read it from where

he talks about a re-snergence of people's organisation. I

remember I read this section in the past and it gave me

problems.

COURT: Yes, I think ue have had it before cecause I have

got a mark on it. On the 13th it was dealt uith. Idhat

sentence are you dealing uith nou? 20

MR JACQB5: The sentence that it would never be prepares to

give up . .

COURT: We dealt with that already. We cannot repeat what

we have had.

H3 JAC0a5: Will you accept then that it is accepted in the

circles of UDF that the Government uill never give up apart-

heid and it is part of UDF policy and principles, that must

be conveyed to the masses? -- If there is no protest it

uill not, as I understand it. The explanation I gave pre-

viously still holds, even in this instance. H'Lord, maybe ^

before/.••
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before we proceed, I had hoped that counsel uauld pursue

the line that he had taken an Friday, on the question of

the national convention and the slogans that he said were

emphasised from time to time in the context of the national

convention. I cannot remember precisely hoy the question

ya3 phrased, but my impression was that when counsel refer-

red me to a number of documents with, I think we were in-

terested in the slogan "People's Power", something like

that, at that 3taga.

COURT: I think that at some stage he uas linking various 1°

aspects to the national convention. - - That is correct.

Is that the part you want to deal with? -- That is

correct. My understanding is that the things he was refer-

ring me to, the context in which they were used was not

really in thp context of the national conventten.

I think it was like prescription and tnat sort of

thing. -- Conscription.

Conscription, yes, ne linked that to the national

Convention, tnat sort of thing. Uhat do you want to ssy

about it? -- Ldhat I want to say is that it was not really 20

supporting the question that counsel had raised, in the

context in which he had raised the question.

Very well, you make that point- If he wants to take it

up further, then he can take it up further. -- Maybe I

should wait for the record and see exactly what the question

was, then I can pursue it.

MR JACOBS: Just one thing, Mr Molefe, on this question. Is

it not - it is not a slogan but it is a principle of the

UOF to promise the people that they will fight far power to

the people, they will fight for the people's government. 30

It/...
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It is not slogans; it is principles? -- I do not know if

counsel is linking this question to uhat I have said.

COURT: Where are ue going, Hr Jacobs?

MR JACOBS: I am just putting it to him that it is not

slogans as he is trying to make it off as slogans, but it

is a principle of the UDF to fight for power far the people,

people's government. Is that not so, Mr Molef e? — Yes, we

uant a government by 311 the people of South Africa, and tue

want a vote far all of them, and that vote is power.

And you uant the power for the people? -- Yes.

Mr Molefe, why are the campaigns regarded as very

important in the UDF? Let me get it first: are the campaigns

regarded as important in the UDF? -- That is correct, the

campaigns that it is staging.

That is campaigns and issues, is it correct? Also

issues are regarded as very important? -- Well, any issue

that is affecting the people, yes, it is important.

Why is it that the UDF regards the campaigns as so

important? -- Which campaign?

The campaigns you mentioned? -- Idhich ones?

You have mentioned four,-Mr Molefe? -- From the outset

the UDF's aim was to persuade the Government not to go

ahead with its constitutional proposals and the Koornhof

bills, and to instead call a conference or a national conven-

tion where proper debate could take place as to the best

future for the people of South Africa, all of them, Black

and White would be, so that each campaign that the UDF took

up was intended to persuade the Government in that direction.

Is it not very important - or I will put it to you

that the campaigns are very important in the drive to

organise/.* *
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organise the masses against the Government? -- Against the

policies of the Government.

Not only policies but against the Government itself?

-- I have a bit of a difficulty with this against the Govern-

ment itself. Ue are fundamentally opposed to the policies

of the Government, and essentially it is the policies of

the Government that we see as the enemy. Me understand

that those policies cannot implement themselves, that there

are certain people uha are implementing those policies.

Our task is therefore tuo-pronged and ue deal differently 10

with those two issues. At one level ue would like the

policies of apartheid to die completely, to be destroyed

completely. 3ut insofar as the human beings uiho are advan-

cing those policies are concerned, ue seek to '.sin them away

from the policies of apartheid, to support better and pro-

gressive policies that would accomodate all. That is why

from time to time, whilst you are opposed to the Black

Local Authorities, you would however welcome triose council-

lors who resign and want to be part of the popular organisat-

ions of the people. Human beings are not like something 20

that is static. They change from tine to tin:*. Uhen new

ideas emerge, debates take place, those debates have a

tendency of influencing them to change attitudes, and the

attitudes when they change, they have the effect of either

rigidly supporting the policies as they were, or a shifting

away from those policies. Ue see our task as winning more

and more Government officials away from the policies of

apartheid. So that that important element would be - that

element would be important even in the furtherance of our

campaigns. 3 Q

Mr/.,.
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Mr Molefe, can you ansuer me now? I3 it so that the

campaigns are important for the UDF in order to organise

the masses in the liberation struggle against the Govern-

ment? -- In order to build opposition to Government policies,

in that context, yes.

And not to organise the masses against the Government

as part af .. -- If that against the Government is under-

stood in the context that I set out, my answer is yes, but

if it means something that I do not understand, no.

To organise them, to be part of a liberation struggle 10

against the Government, is that no? -- May counsel repeat

the question?

Are the campaigns very important to the UDF in order

to o_r.ganise the masses and especially the Slack masses to

ce part of a freedom struggle against the Government? --

Yes, in the course of the campaigns u° hope to organise and

win more people into our organisations, to build opposition

to Government policies.

Is it also very important, the campaigns, in order to

m'cjsiiise the Black masses in a freedom struggle against the ^'J

Government? -- That is not so. The UDF bases itself on the

principles af non-racialism, no question of the 31ack masses.

Is it very important, the campaigns to the UDF, in

order to^ol i ticise the Black masses against the Government

in a freedom struggle? -- To politicise thera against the

Government?

To be part of a freedom struggle against the Govern-

ment? -- Idell, in the course of campaigns, clearly people

uould develop a better understanding of the politics of the

country, and uho uould as I said, strive to win them over 30

to/.•.
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to the movement that is opposed - to the UDF as opposed to

the policies of apartheid, in that context, yea.

Is it correct that the phrase "mobilise" ia used over

and over in the documents of the UDF by the UOF? Is it

correct? . It is a very important factor of the freedom

struggle? -- I believe so. It is mentioned there. It is an

important element in the struggle, in any organisation that

hopes to build strong membership and to get wide publicity.

New, in what context da you use the ward "mobilise11 in

the freedom struggle? -- In uhat context?

Yes, uhat do you mean by fnJDb_ilise in a freedom strug-

gle? -- Well, all we mean is that uie have got to dray large

numbers of people to our meetings, ye have got to reach out

to large numbers of people through- our publications, we

have gat to get large numbers of people debating both the

policies of the UOF and the Government, with a view to

winning these people aver to uh3t we consider to be the

correct position vls-a-vis the apartheid policies.

Dees it maan that you want large numbers of people to

taks active pert in action? -- Ue want large numbers of

people to become part of our organisations and to support

the actions, the activities of the UDF and its affiliates,

in that context, yes.

And uhat do you mean by politicising "people? -- (dell,

politicising really means a process of understanding the

political situation and the causes of the problems that one

is experiencing, how they link up with Government policy.

Is it part of the politlcisatian of the masses that

they must regard the Government as an enemy? -- That is not

part of the politicisation. It is true that they would

have/.•.
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have to understand how the problems at a local level are

influenced by the policies of apartheid.

tile have dealt uith it already, but 13 it correct that

the Government must be regarded as the enemy? — UDF has

never sat down to decide that the people must regard the

Government as the enemy.

dL-UL"i* _has stated aver and over, I put it to you, by

UDF activists that the Government is the enemy of the

?.]-- I have explained the conception of the enemy.

In that context, yes, but I deny that the UDr set cut to ^a

use that as a way of politicising people.

Can you tell the Court, what are the duties of the UDF

National in regard to campaigns? -- That question is rather

too broad. I would appeal to Your Lordship that counsel

picks nn specific issues that he would like to knou abaut

that.

I would like to knau what the role of the National is,

UDF National.

COURT: In what?

MS JAC035: In regard to campaigns, in the running of cam- 20

paigns .

COURT: <3oes UDF National initiate campaigns? Did it?J--

Uell, there are instances where UDF National would initiate

campaigns, where for instance the discussions would start

say maybe at NEC level and they go down to the regions for

further debate, and the NEC receives a feed-back from those

regions. It receives a feed-back from those regions. Then

once those are national campaigns, then the National UDF

takes responsibility for co-ordinating those campaigns. In

other words it would from time to time ask regions to give *0

reports/...
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reports on the specific campaign that is taking place,

progress reports, explaining the methods that they are

using in the campaign and the problems that they are ex-

periencing. One such campaign would have been the campaign

against the elections for the tri-cameral parliament, the

elections for the BI_A( Coloured Management Committee and

the MSC.

IIP 11* not so that it is a role of the UDF National to

initiate the campaigns end then they must be carried out by

the regiansy1 -- Not they must be carried out. I think once

mare ue must understand it in the context of the nature of

the front formation of the UDF. The NEC can sit and debate

issues, to the extent that the idea of a campaign starts at

the level of the NEC, it may uell be regarded as the initiat-

ion of that campaign, but then it has gat to go back to the

regions where they deoate the issue. Once they themselves

hsva agreed as a region that that campaign has to be taken

up, they then take up that campaign. It dees not follow

that anything that the NEC decides is a must fcr tha regions

to carry out.

ÂrTd_jthen is_ it not' a duty of the regions after it uas

initiated at National Executive Council to carry it out and

\to co-ordinate the campaigns? -- It first has to debate it

with the affiliates, because you see, there the NEC, you do

not have every affiliate there. It has got to be discussed

first at the Regional General Council. It has got to go

back to the affiliates, the membership of the affiliates

must discuss it, and then it goes back to the Regional

Council and right back to the NEC.

(Amj__they ca-rordinate the running of the campaign. la

it/.,.
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it correct? -- Who co-ordinates the running of the campaign?

The regions? -- Yea, the regions would co-ordinate the

campaigns regionally.

And in actual fact it is then the organisations, af-

filiated organisations of the UDF who must run the campaigns?

If those affiliates had accepted participation, they

would run the campaigns, but it does not follow that if the

General Council has taken a decision, every affiliate is

carrying out that campaign. I know for a fact that a lot

of affiliates did not participate actively in the million 10

signature campaign Df the UDF.

Was it accepted by the UDF that they could not run the

million signature campaign because they did not accept it

but for othsr reasons, because they are too 3*311 or they

are not political or anything like that? -- They are not

political?

Yes? -- I cannot remember that part of political, Dut

I knaid that affiliates uiere not participating enthusias-

tically in the million signature campaign, an 3 the UZC or

f-Jational Secretariat discussed the matter and ue urote a 20

letter to. regional executives of the UDF, myself and no 20,

my colleague in ths UDF, with a vieu to persuading them to

be more active as an example to affiliates so that they

could participate also actively in the campaigns of the

UDF. I cannot remember the specific reasons uhy each af-

filiate uas not participating.

Una and uhat is the information officer in the UDF? --

What is the information officer?

Uho is the information officer in UDF, or do you not

know anything about him? -- At the time of my arrest ue did 3 Q

not/...
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not have an information officer,

COURT: At national level? -- Yes.

Mas there at regional level an information officer? --

I do not know of any.

MR JACOBS: Do you know anything of plans tD appoint an

information officer? -- There was a motivation to that

effect.

Where uas that? -- I think by 1984 that matter had

already been discussed. I cannot remember precisely when,

but at the time of my arrest us uere still looking forward '

to appointing an information officer far the UDF.

Was it decided on an information officer on national

level or in the regions? - - 'Jell, in this instance, I am

referring specifically to the NEC. Regions might well have

considered that themselves, but I am not sure about that.

Ana uas it discussed in the National Executive Committee

meetings, the information officer? -- I believe it uas,

possibly in EXHIBIT " G1 " , meeting of June 195<*, I am not

sure, but I think also the matter arose at the r.'EC of October

19c^, but I LJ2S not present at that meeting. I think I saw ^

something like that in the minutes.

You only say it in the minutes. Do you know about a

discussion about an information officer? -- Yes, I know

there was a discussion.

What was discussed? Uhat uere his duties supposed to

be? -- Well, offhand I think it would have been to collate,

to compile information and disseminate information about

the UDF, to set up an information office and so on. I

cannot remember in exact terms. I think it is dealt with

in some of the exhibits- I would have to refer to those 3

exhibits/...
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exhibits. I would appreciate it if counsel could refer me

to that specific exhibit because I think he has got it.

Can you remember whether he had duties in regard to

campaigns? -- I do not knau if he had tD deal with campaigns

but I believe if there were campaigns, obviously he would -

I assume he would collect information about campaigns and

make it known.

And make it known - do you know whether he had to

collect information and supply it to the people running the

campaign, in regard to the campaign? -- I believe he would 1^

do that. I am not certain.

DTd the UDF have a campaign co-ordinator?' -- Yes, at

regional level. I think it did have,- both at regional and

national. In terms of the MSC there were regoinai co-

ordinators of the MSC. We did not have a national co-

ordinator, but in respect of the anti-electian campaign,

specifically that one relating to the elections for the

House of Representatives and the House of Delegates, we had

a committee that was working on that and co-ordinating

that. There were other committses of course at regional 20

level.

Una was the campaign co-ordinator? -- LJhich campaign

speci fically?

CJJo, I ask you about the campaign co-ardinator? -- QAe.'J

had a number of campaigns. LJhich one are you talking about?

(Ha\/e you gat more than one campaign co-ordinator? --

There were instances where there were co-ordinators for

certain campaigns, and I have set it out. I have said in

terms of the NEC we had regional MSC co-ordinators. MSC is

million signature campaign co-ordinators, and we did not 30

have/.•.
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have a national ca-ordinatar. In a sense therefore I as

the general secretary together with the national publicity

secretary would do the co-ordination at a national level for

the MSC, and in respect of the campaign to boycott the

elections for the House of Delegates and the House of Re-

presentatives , ue had a national co-ordinating committee

that was co-ordinating the work of regional committees.

That national co-ordinating committee had myself as one of

the members, I think the national publicity secretary was

also a member there. I am not sure- Then ye had a represen-

tative, permanent representative for each one of the regions

of the UOF, and it was coming together from time to time to .

assess the uork relating to the campaign against the tri-

cameral election.

II'BS it only in regard to this that this.rGmnittee uas

working, the tri-cameral campaign? -- Tnat is so.

Una were the representatives from each region? -- My

recollection is that Transvaal was represented ay Mahomed

Vail; Natal uas represented, 1 think ny Eunice M3hcr.ec";

Eastern Cape uas represented by - I think I will come nack

to that one. I will rememner the name. I cannot reTio^ber

it now. The Northern Cape was represented ~y Jomo Kasa;

the Border region uas represented by Andrew Henaricks;

Western Cape was represented by Trevor Manual. I forget

just this one person from Eastern Cape. I cannot remember

the name now.

^And is it correct that the campaigns were a very impor-

tant factor in politicising the people? Is it correct 1) --

The purpose of the campaign was not to politicise the people. , n

The purpose of the campaign uas to build apposition to the

policies/.••
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policies of the Government and to demonstrate support that

those uho were opposed to the policies of the Government

enjoyed. That was the primary consideration.

And not as part of the liberation struggle, to make

the Government's plans and policy unworkable? -- What is

the question? 1 thought we were talking about the campaigns

in relation to the question of politicisation.

Yes. -- Is that a new question that is arising? I do

not understand -

Yes, that is a new question. Was it not part then to 10

politicise the people, to make the Government's plans for

change unworkable? -- The question I gave previously still

holds, the answer, that the aim was to demonstrate support

against Government policies, to persuade the Government not

to proceed with its plans.

Mr Molefe, I would like to refer you to EXHIBIT "C53".

It is Volume k.

CGURT: What is the admission in respect of this document?

MR BIZOS: It was found in the offices of tne Transvaal

Indian'Congress. . 20

MR JAC085: Mr Molefe, will you accept that this was a

document issued by UDF? -- On the surface of it, yes.

Have you seen this document? -- I cannot remember

seeing this document before.

This is a report on the activities of the UDF. Is

that correct? -- To me it Iook3 like it is a motivation for

funding.

If you look at the first page, will you have a look at

the first page? There It says it is a report, "Future

Program and Budget Proposals". -- Is that the first page? 3 0

The/.•.
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The first page, the cover page. -- I Bee that.

till 11 you accept that this Is an important UOF document?

-- I believe It la an important document, but as I say, I

do not know it. It may yell be that it is an important

document.

Old you not help to compile this document? tiJas it not

part of your duties to assist in this? -- It was not. This

document is dated November 198<*f the time at which I was in

detention.

10
And after you were released from detention, did you

not see this document? -- I did not see it. That is why

uhen the police raided the office of the UOF they did not

find it there. They went and picked it up somewhere else.

Now, will you have a look at page - the first page and

then, page 1 then, I see page 2 is numbered but not the

first one, I cannot find the number on my first one, but I

see the printed no 2 is an the next page, ana then 3. -- I

think Introduction is page 1.

In that introduction, will you read the first para-

20
graph? --

"In the 1*t months since the launching of t.ie UOF tremen-

dous gains have been made inside South Africa by way

of strengthening the democratic movement whilst simul-

taneously cutting back on the legitimacy of the minority

apartheid regime. This is not merely a hallow boast.

The admissions of apartheid's Minister of Law and

Order, Louis le Grange, concur with this view. The

campaigns of the UDF have thwarted every attempt by

the apartheid Government to regain its composure.

30

Significantly too the struggles between town and coun-

try became one (the UOF campaigns will be dealt uith w

in/-
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In more detail later)."

MR JACOBS: Do you agree that UDF regarded the results of

the campaigns to have thwarted the Government? -- It Is

true, for instance the Government scrapped the Orderly

Movement and Settlement of Black Persons Bill, in that

context, yes.

When was that? -- I think that happened in - towards

the end of 1963 or the beginning of 198**.

Now, can you tell us who the UDF activists are refer-

red to here, in the next paragraph? "The methods used by 1 0

the UDF activists", are they the people in the organisations?

-- May I just read the whole paragraph? As I understand

it, it refers to members of the affiliates of the UDF who

regularly go out to distribute pamphlets and publicise

meetings, advertise meetings and who talk to people in

their homes about the UDF. It refers to that.

Especially to the people in charge of the affiliated

organisations? -- No, it does not refer to pec-ple in charge

nere. It refers to people who are actively involved in the

distribution of pamphlets and spreading of tne message of *-Q

the UDF or its affiliates, who participate actively in the

organisation of mass rallies and mass meetings and so on.

It does not refer to people who are in control.

Does it include the people in control of the organisat-

ions to take part in house visits and speaking to the people

during the campaigns? -- Just for purposes of clarity, what

do ue mean by people in control? Do you mean officials?

Yes, officials in the organisations, executives? -- I

do not know. It may well mean that. It may Include that.

Mr Molefe, an important factor of the campaigns, can 30

you/..•
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you tell me, am I correct, that it must be linked up with

cfa.y.=-to".-da'y issues?-*-- It ia true that it ia important that

any campaign that la taken must address the concrete problems

that the people are experiencing- It must not be something

foreign to the people. Thus even parties that campaign for

the elections, they do not simply call on people to vote.

They deal with problems of the people like problems of

pensions, problems of health, welfare, the question of

unemployment, how they hope to improve the economy and so

on. They talk about all those things, so that UOF also

exists in a situation in which other groupings are doing

these things. It does not become a stranger to these issues.

Now, can you tell the Court, (the campaign against the

ejections, that was a national campaign? -- That is correct.

A/id was it linked up to day-to-day., issues? -- Yes, it

was, insofar as it was showing that whilst u*e are called

upon the vote, the constitution that we are called upon to

support does not promise us how it is going to improve

materially our conditions of life. Say things like problems

of housing, problems of Group Areas, problems of removals,

problems of low wages, problems of the system of migrants,

problems of ill-equipped schools and libraries and so on.

In that context it was, and then issues like far instance

the problems of separate and inferior education. All those

things would have become part of the day-to-day issues that

we sought to link the anti-election campaign with.

And also to conscription.?^-- That is correct. In fact

conscription is not something that uaa far away. It was at

the heart of the constitutional proposals itself, because

when motivations were made why there was to be these other

houses/.••
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houses for Coloured and Indiana, the questions mere raised

aa to whether Unite people wanted Indians and Coloureds to

go and fight on the borders, and it was said that if you

want them to go and fight on the borders, then let us give

them a vote, and Minister Magnus Malan also made a statement

long before ue even started forming the UOF, and he said

that he believed that Coloureds and Indians would be con-

scripted in the same way as White people were being can-

scripted, although it was going to be a gradual process, he

Relieved. So that the whole question of conscription was ^"

at the heart of the constitutional proposals- It was not

something that was far away. Many ministers have said

this, one would be able to, if it is necessary, to produce

cuttings, press reports of these.

And the importance of linking it .up - let me rathsr

rephrase it. Day-to-day issues are issues that had the 1

"\potential of bringing out the anger of the pecale, to bring

S_out their discontent and so on. la it correct? ~- That is

not so. In fact the more those issues are addressed, the

more that anger or any explosion is avoided because then c u

people can see that their problems are being addressed,

someone is doing something about their problems.

And the linking .. -- And on the issue of conscription,

if I may just recur to it a bit. It is not just an issue

that was opposed by the UOF. Even the parties that are in

parliament, these separate chambers, have from time to time

spoken against the conscription issue. I remember even

quite recently, very recently, there were advertisements In

the Sunday Times and the Sunday Tribune, one by the Soli-

darity Party, the other one by the NPP, National People's 30

Party/.--
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Party of Mr Rajbanjee. One party, Solidarity, is accusing

NPP of supporting conscription, and the NPP was denying

that it did not support conscription and they uere saying

that they would not call for the Coloured or the Indian

youths to go and serve in the army for as long as apartheid

subsisted. 5o that it is an issue that a whale range of

people had taken up and uere opposed to.

But is it not also true that day-to-day issues do have

the capability of cSr.1 nging out the anger of the people a n d 7

to__increase resistance against the. Government? -- The UDF

is not interested in building the anger of the people. Lie

have not considered that.

And bringing out mare resistance to the Government'? --

They demonstrate resistance. They demonstrate tnat.

fin increase of resistance? -- They demonstrate dis-

satisfaction in an organised and well-articulated way.

But the day-to-day issues can bring out more resistance

to the Government. Is that correct? -- I do not approach

it from that angle. The day-to-day issues are important to

show the link aetueen Government policy and the problems

experienced at local level, and to demonstrate that there

is a concern about these issues and that they have to be

addressed, and that the kind of solution that the Government

was proposing was one which could not fundamentally address

those problems. In that context ue link them with the

campaigns.

Is that the only reason uihy day-to-day issues are

linked to the campaigns? -- Well, broadly that is hou I

understand it.

And not in the sense of that making the people more

accessible/...
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accessible to resistance to the Government and an increase

in resistance to the Government? -- More accessible to

resistance?

Do you say that the day-to-day issues are not used in

,a sense of increasing, get the people to increase their."

resistance to the Government? -- Well, in a sense that

uould be, because they would be building organisatians that

uould be opposed to - they uould be coming into organisations

that are opposed to Government policies, and they uould

increase the voice of the organisation, of those opposed to ^

Government policies, in that sense, yes.

And the people themselves built up their resistance to •
X

Vthe Government? -- People act through organisations. I can

only talk in the context of organisation.

Will you have a look at page 7 of that document, para-

graph '\.U. Will you read it? --

"It is extre-eiy difficult to detail the many instan-

ces of localised resistance uhich the UDF and/or its

affiliates have been engaged in over the past 1** months

on

resistance to increases in rents, food prices or bus tJ

fares, demands for adequate education, campaigns against

detentions, etc. Whilst often such campaigns are

uaged by UDF affiliates, the association with UDF in

itself provides these struggles with a form and content

and linkage.

In essence this is the major advantage of a front of

established people's organisations, the ability to

campaign In so many situations around problems so

directly experienced by our people is undoubtedly a

atrengh of the UDF." 3 0

Nou/*«•
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Now, do you accept according to this, uihat is stated

here, that it is an important factor to the UOF that by

linking day-to-day issues to campaigns, that it brings out

more resistance between the people? -- Well, I da not see

it that way. In fact the contrary seems to be true here,

because what this writer seems to be saying here is that

organisations at local level are taking up issues like

rents, food prices, bus fares and so on, campaigns against

detention, and then he says, the association of those or-

ganisations with the UOF itself provides these struggles

with a form, content and linkage. It may well mean that

their coming together into the UOF enables them to link

together these activities, they begin to realise that they

were not the only ones who were fighting against, say, food

prices, that whilst people in the UJest Rand, maybe in

Krugersdorp are concerned about that problem, similarly

people in Chesterville maybe are also taking up the same

issue, that whilst people in Saweto are complaining about

rents, people in Pretoria are also having the same problems,

end they begin to realise that it is Government policy that

is responsible for some of these issues. They begin to see

the link both between their Own struggles and between the

Government policy. So that understanding of the link between

the Government policy and these struggles would the be some

sort of a content that is given to those struggles. That

is what I think, I understand it to mean.

THE COURT ADJOURNS. THE COURT RESUMES:

POPO SIMOW MOLEFE, still under oath:

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR JACOBS: Mr Kolefe, Is it

correct that part of the policy of the UOF is that day-to-day

issuesY...
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issues must be linked up with campaigns? -- I uould not

knou whether to call that a policy, but perhaps one could

say it ia a method.

A method of what? -- Of relating campaigns to the

problems experienced by the people at a local level.

And by doing so, is it part then of the »ethod to get

the people to resist the Government? -- To demonstrate op-

position , yes.

Uhen you say they must demonstrate opposition? -- What

10
I am Baying is that the UOF takes up a campaign. Let us

take a campaign of say the Black Local Authorities, election.

hie look at how does the Government say this campaign is

going to be financed, what are the powers - how does the

Government say these local authorities are going to be

financed, what are the powers that they have, -jnat is their

relationship with the influx control laws, we look at that,

and we look at what are the problems that we nave been ex-

periencing before the Government presented the Slack Local

Authorities. Are these Slack Local Authorities in a position

20
to solve those problems? If they are not, then obviously we

wculd talk about those problems. Ue would say, although we

are called upon to vote, the Government with these Black

Local Authorities that it ia presenting to us, it does not

attempt to address the key problems that ue have been facing

of housing, of high rentals, rentals which are repeatedly

increased year in and year out. The problems of evictions,

stringent influx control laws. These local authorities are

expected to do those things, to further those problems that

ue are experiencing. In that context ue uould link the

30
Black Local Authorities campaign to the day-to-day problems

because/...
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because one cannot divorce it from those issues. But I must

point out that the primary concern is to persuade the Govern-

ment not to go ahead with the kind of structure that it is

offering, which is powerless and ineffectual- It ia not

because uie want to influence people to resist the Government.

In the documents of the UDF, as you read them you would

find from time to time there Is talk about activities that

organisations had been involved in long before the formation

of the UDF, against housing, against high electricity bills,

bread prices, transport and so an. Thase problems have

been there, and once the UDF came into existence, thase

things inevitably became part af the UDF because the or-

ganisations which were taking up those issues are now joining

the UDF. They cannot all of a sudden leave those things

out.

Mr Molefe, we will come to that, but that is one part

of the talking about the Slack Local Authorities, that is

from the people talk ing to the people, making speeches and

telling them that, but what from the side of the people

themselves? They must be active in resistance. Is that

not so, and that is why you use the Slack Local Authorities

linked up to day-to-day issues? -- As I have said, the

ordinary people must be active in their own organisations.

I had thought that there was a consensus of that.

But my point that I made is that you only answer my

question on one part but not on the part from the side of

the people themselves? -- These organisations are organisat-

ions of the people. They have been taking up these issues,

and then all we are saying is that I cannot come from the

UDF office and say to the people In the Uaal Triangle, why

do/.••
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do you not say this rental is high? Resist this high rental.

I cannot go and say that to the people. They themselves

uould initiate that. They would that that problem is affec-

ting themselves. They had set up their own organisations

because they realised that there were problems that they

were experiencing at that level. So that it is the people

themselves participating in matters that affect them. It

is true that they have to participate, and the UDF encourages

that participation, in a disciplined way in their own or-

10ganisations.

•And I put it to you, Mr Malefe, in taking up the issues,

t\e main drive for that is to get the people 13 participate

In resistance against the Government, to persuace the people -

^ta take up resistance against the Government? -- Resistance

against the apartheid policies and in particular the con-

stitutional proposals, because that was the issue at that

time.

I^put it to you, it is not only the constitution and

^policies but against the Government and the bodies provided

2 0
f by the Government to rule the people, like tha Black Local

Authorities? -- That is not the primary consideration.

But it is a consideration? -- No doubt, ue cannot take

up an issue that does not relate to the practical problems

of the people, the concrete problems of the people. I have

made this point before. The parliamentary parties are also

addressing these issues. They become the issues around

which the election campaigns are conducted. The UOF cannot

be seen in a different light. The only difference is that

it has gat no vote, but it has gat to talk about real pro-

blems of the people. Organisations come into existence

because/...
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because there are problems that have to be solved, and you

cannot simply deal ulth a pie that Is floating In the sky,

in the air, that has got no direct relationship with the

real life of the people.

And that is part of the whole concept that the people

must become active, the people must unite in action and be

their own liberators, the people? — I cannot understand

what the question is.

I say that the question that the people 3re influenced

by the day-to-day issues is part of the concept that they 10

must be active in the freedom struggle and they must be

their awn liberators? They are the people who are to act?

-- I da not agree. I da not accept the proposition that

the people are - we are influencing the people with day-ta-

day issues. All we are saying is that if there has got to

be any change in terms of matters that affect the day-to-ciay

conditions of life of the people, they themselves must

speak aut, they themselves must participate in the struggle

to change those conditions. They must influence that change,

and if they keep quiet the things do not change. This is 20

our experience, and participation by the masses must be

understood in that context.

And Mr Molefe, is it correct that the struggles af the

people on issues were isolated struggles in the past? —

Well, that is what this document is saying.

And that is the perception of UDF? — That is so.

Now, it is the first time now under the auspices of

the UDF that they were all organised under one organisation

in order to fight on a national basis? -- Not for the first

tine. There had been other national organisations that 30

existed/.•.
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existed before the LJDF.

But aince 1963 and before the launch of the UDF, they

were isolated in their resistance to the Government?

Yes, but there was AZAPD that was operating at a national

level. There uas also the National Forum Committee.

All the organisations nou affiliated to UOF, were they

affiliated to the National Forum and uere they associated

and affiliated to flZAPO? -- Not all the organisations. It

is true that the struggles of those organisations which

came to affilite to the UOF were isolated and for the first

time those organisations, specifically those ajha came under

the banner of the UOF, were able to interact with other or-

ganisations.

And the purpose of that uas so that there can be unity

in action on a national basis? -- That is corrs.t.

And all to be part in one single struggle? -- That is

correct, on those issues uhich required that.

Under the leadership of the UDF and the co-ordination

of the UOF? — Under the banner of the UDF, but it must be

20understood here that when we talk about the UOF, we are

essentially talking about the affiliates of the UDF. You

do not have a separate entity there that has defined its

awn goals, say maybe about members of the National Executive,

ue exist separate from affiliates. They take decisions and

then they pull organisations to carry out those decisions.

When you talk about decisions of the UDF, you are essential-

ly talking about decisions taken by those affiliates through

their general councils and so on, and then they become

decisions of the UOF and they are conducted under the banner

of the UDF. These uould be campaigns like the one against

the/..•
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the constitutional proposals, the ones against the BLA

elections, the one against the Coloured Management elections,

the H5C. Those are campaigns which required UDF co-ordinat-

ion specifically, which required to be conducted under the

banner of the UDF, although of course other organisations

had already in respect for instance of the 3LA, they had

already taken their oun independent decisions.

Is it correct that all the organisations now under the

banner of the UDF are conducting their struggle under the

leadership of the UDF and under the co-ordination of the 1Q

leadership of the UDF? -- With regard ta specific campaigns

of the UDF, yes.

Can you just get clarity on one point: is it not an

accepted fact by the UDF that there is a common purpose

between the organisations affiliated to the UDF and the UDF

itself on the freedom struggle against the Government? —

Freedom struggle against apartheid.

As you usually put it, 5% co-operation? -- I believe

there is a general understanding that the freedom struggle

is against apartheid. I think the affiliates would under- 20

stand it that way, but the context in which the UDF co-

ordinates that is in the context of its own specific cam-

paigns. The struggle against apartheid should be understood

in the broad sense, that if a community or organisations in

Huhudi, regardless of the existence or non-existence of the

UDF, are opposed to the policy of removals which finds it

genesi9 from the apartheid policy of the Government, essen-

tially that opposition to the removal, forced removals is

opposition to the policies of apartheid. By opposing the

removals they are really opposing the policies of apartheid. 30

They/.•.
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They are saying, ue would like to be alloued the right also

to settle where ue choose, that when ue are moved ue must

be moved only when there ia no other uay In which the Govern*

merit could do without moving us, and the determinant there

should not be the colour of our skin or the fact that ue

belong to a particular ethnic group and have to be incor-

porated into a Bantustan, speaking the same language that

ue speak, but the fact that merely because of certain physi-

cal problems which no human being could do anything about,

ue have to be moved, then ue uill be prepared to be moved, ^

but the fact that it is motivated by the interests of apart-

heid, ue resist the removals - That essentially becomes a

struggle against apartheid. Similarly uhen people oppose

at a local level repeated increase of rentals, they are

essentially involved in the struggle against apartheid,

given that the structures that are given to rule them are

structures which have got no financial base, which them-

selves are incapacitated by the policies of apartheid, of

separating communities and leaving all the bad things for

the Slack people and all the goad things far the White 2a

people of South Africa. So that essentially sane way or

the other it becomes linked uith national policies of apart-

heid. So that in that context really all struggles become

struggles against apartheid, but that does not take place

only insofar as the UOF exists. UDF or no UDf, that is

there,

Mr Molefe, is it not an accepted policy that the free-

dom struggle ia a struggle for freedom which means that the

Government of the people must be brought into this country

in the place of the existing Government? — That is correct, 30

the/..•
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the government of the people, all the people of South Africa,

Black and Unite. It ia a struggle really for a franchise, a

struggle for a vote to all the people of the country. So

that they must determine the kind of government they uiant

and houi they want to be governed. In that context it becomes

a government of the people because the vast majority of the

people have a vote, they exercise their vote, whosoever

chooses to stand as a candidate can stand as a candidate

and be elected into parliament.

And all these other aspects like the removals are only

facets in this struggle. Is that correct? Black Local

Authorities, the campaign against Black Local Authorities,

the campaign against removals, they are only facets in this

freedom struggle? -- They are the concrete forms in which

that struggle expresses itself.

And they are important in order to mobilise and poli-

ticise and organise the people? The masses against the

Government? -- I am saying those things are concrete forms

of the struggle themselves. They are the struggle in them-

2 nselves. It is true that when the UOF talks to a community

that is affected by the removals, it would have to take

interest in that issue of removals because it is affecting

the people.

And they are also important factors in the struggle in

order to mobilise and politicise and organise the masses?

To actively participate in the freedom struggle? -- Well, I

believe if a community is taking up an issue, already they

are concerned about that issue. Perhaps it is true that

that community may uell have to linked up uith a broad anti-

apartheid front like the UDF* So those issues are important 3 0

because/-•.
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because they are affecting the community.

You are not answering my question. I said that they

are important factors in the freedom struggle In order to

mobilise, organise and politicise the masses themselves to

participate in the freedom struggle? -- It may well be,

yes.

Mr Holefe, will you have a look at that same exhibit,

page 15 paragraph <»•<»• 1. Will you read it please? --

"The UOF head office serves as the linkage between the

different regions. In addition its role can be broadly 1 0

defined as initiating campaigns, information and contact

uith the international community. Head office employs

two officers, namely the National General Secretary

and. the National Publicity Secretary as well as adminis-

trator."

MR JACOBS: Now, Mr Molefe, can you just explain to us what

is meant by head office? -- This refers to the national

office of the UDF, the one based at Khotso House, exclucing

the'Transvaal office.

7 n
So it is then correct that at the head office campaigns

are initiated? -- Ulell, if the writer of this means that

the NEC would discuss a particular campaign and refer it to

the regions through the national office, y e s .

But this is a document of the UOF National, I suppose?

-- On the face of it t yes.

So I do not suppose anything would have been put Into

this document on which the head office of the UOF was not

satisfied? — Well, I do not know. l was not there.

Because you refer to the writer of this document but

what ia stated here la not what the writer thinks, but it

ia/.••
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is uhat the UDF policy is, uhat UDF information is and what

UDF regards as their duties? — Well, I do not know. I did

not knou this document before, but all I am saying Is that,

in the context in which I have explained how the UDF, the

national office initiates campaigns, if it is in that con-

text, that that is alright, I understand it in that context,

I have got no problem.

But it is not in the context. It says here specifical-

ly that it is initiating campaigns? -- If I may ask a ques-

tion. I am not disputing the fact that it says it is ini- 1 Q

tiating campaigns, but uihat does counsel understand this to

mean? Because as an officer of the UDF I have explained

hou the whole thing operates at a practical level, in a

real sense. I have explained that. Counsel seems not to

be happy with that explanation. Perhaps one should ask the

question, uhat does counsel understand this to mean then?

Mr Molefe, it is not necessary for counsel to explain

uhat it is, but these words are plainly and clearly, there

is no proviso here, it is clearly stated that the head

office is initiating campaigns, and that is uhat the UDF 20

document is saying.

COURT: Mr Jacobs, uhat are you debating with the witness?

About an hour ago the witness in answer to a question by

myself said that the NEC does initiate campaigns in the

sense that those that start, that the concept aay be formed

in the head office, at the NEC, and then obviously the head

office will start the process, the debating process, spe-

cific campaigns. Uihat are you debating then?

HR JACOBS: I am just putting it to him that campaigns

generally are initiated at head office. 3 D

The/...
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COURT: The witness 3ays some campaigns were initiated at

the NEC, I did not understand it to say all campaigns were.

MR JACOBS: I mill accept it like that. Just an the regions,

that they advance the campaigns- Is that correct? -- That

is correct. They also initiate their own campaigns depen-

ding on the conditions in the region.

Now, will you have a look at page 16 paragraph 7.

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL): Is it the subparagraph, <*.<».1(7)?

MR JACOBS: That is correct. Under the heading "Resources

and Information"? -- I see that. 1 0

Now, there is reference to our information officer? --

I can see that.

And according to this he would have the responsibility

of procuring, translating and disseminating information

crucial to campaigns?"-- Yes, I see that.

Uas such a person appointed? -- Wo, at the time of my

arrest he uas not appointed. However, in principle the

need had been identified by the UDF, and I think the matter

was supposed to have been discussed at the *i£C which was

due to take place in May of 1965. 2 C

Mr Molefe, is it also correct that it is an important

policy of the UDF • that campaigns must be linked up with

day-to-day issues? -- That is correct.

Now, I just want you to have a look also at EXHIBIT

•R2".

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL): Just before you go away from this

exhibit, Mr Jacobs, could Mr Molefe please turn to page 12?

What is stated there is the following; that is "The UOF and

the Future":

"In essence then we project our work in the next period 30

to/...
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to focus on issues pertinent to our people. tile are

committed to linking up these struggles into national

campaigns.•

-- Yes, I can see that.

"Simultaneously ue believe that this fora of struggle

lends itself to the development of organisations."

Is that a correct policy statement or a correct projection

of what the UDF had in mind? -- (Jell, by June there was

a debate as to the future of the UDF, right through to

July, as I have indicated earlier on in my evidence in 1 0

chief, and by that time it was already clear that in view

of the fact that the Government was likely to proceed with

the constitution, the UDF would then have to broaden its

focus beyond simply the elections, and it would have to

deal uiith other problems which are affecting communities

like removals and so on, pass laws and 30 on. It was really

already focused that it would h3ve to dsal with the byproduct

of the implementation of the new constitution. So that I

think it is in that context that the writers of this document

were looking at the issues. t u

And about the commitment to linking up tne struggles

to national campaigns? -- I do not know if a specific commit-

ment was made. But ordinarily, yes, if there are local

problems, we would attempt to link them with national cam-

paigns to ahow that it is as a result of the apartheid

policies that they have those problems.

HR JACOBS: Will you have a look at EXHIBIT "52". That is

minutes of the Transvaal Special General Council Meeting

held on 1<* July 1984. — I see that.

Nou, paragraph 3.1 - this was found in the UDF offices, 3 0

this/,..
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this document. Can you read out paragraph 3.1?

"It has been decided to employ a full-time national

campaign co-ordinatar. Prospective candidates were

asked to contact the head office. The person uould

work with an envisaged national co-ordinating instruc-

tor."

MR JACOBS: So according to this, on Ik July 19S<* it uas

already decided to appoint a national campaign co-ordinator?

-- It uas a recommendation of the National Secretariat to

the NEC. My recollection is that it uas subsequent to the 'Q

consultations that tock place or at the meeting of the NEC,

of 21 and 22 July, the decision uas ratified. However,

that did not happen. There was nobody uho cane forward, ue

could not get a person uho co-ordinate the campaign.

That is a general campaign co-Qrdinatar? -- "Jo, this

was referring specifically to the anti-election campaign,

because if you have a lack here at - I think point 2 below,

it sets out the purpose of this meeting and it reads as

follous, that is the person's introduction, at point 2,

page 1. It says: Q

*M Chikane said that the purpose of this special general

council meeting uas to discuss the anti-election cam-

paign in the Transvaal. The importance and emergency

of this campaign had necessitated this special meeting."

So that I think it is discussed in the context of the anti-

election campaign.

Mr Molefe, uhat did you discuss on the duties of this

national campaign co-ordinator? Uhat uould have been his

duties? -- I think I should refer to EXHIBIT "H20 because I

think EXHIBIT "HZ" has something on that. 3 0

LJhere/...
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COURT: Where does all this take us, Mr Jacobs? The person

uas never appointed. Uihat is the purpose of this cross-

examination? Uhere are ue going?

HR JACOaS: Just the importance attached to campaigns by

the UDF.

COURT: Uell, put it to him. He has already answered it a

hundred times that campaigns were very important to the

UDF. Why labour the point?

MR JACOBS: Mr Halsfe, I would like ta put it to you that

through the campaigns it is an accepted fact that many ^®

people uere mobilised into the UDF and it uas an important

part of the campaigns to mobilise the people into UDF, to

tie part of the freedom struggle? -- That is one of the

important elements. The primary goal of the campaign is to

influence the Government not to do in the direction that it

wa3 moving in. That obviously included the element of

winning more people into the UDF, as participants in spread-

ing the message of UDF and also to demonstrate the support

that the views that the UDF articulated enjoyed.

I put it to you that it uas accepted by UDF and it uas ^0

canvassed by UDF to use campaigns in order to mobilise

people? -- That uas not the primary consideration.

And also the use of day-to-day issues was part of this

campaign by the UDF to mobilise people into the UDF, and

part of the freedom struggle? -- That is so, but that was

not the primary consideration. It is simply because in any

activity where you have to be effective by yay of demon-

strating, the strength of organisation in terms of numbers,

you inevitably have to win more members, and to do that you

have to address the concrete problems that they are facing. 3Q

And/...
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And I put it to you that the message that uas brought

in the papers of the UDF, there uas nothing of the other

purpose stated by you here in the documents, but always it

Lias directed to mobilising the people, the primary purpose

of the UDF as stated by you, it uas never mentioned in the

documents as far as I can find it, but it uas always a

concentration of mobilising people into the freedom strug-

gle? -- That is not so. That purpose is set out in the

declaration of the UDF. It is set out in the working prin-

ciples of the UDF- It is set out in the speech by Reverend

Chikane at the national launch. I think that is EXHIBIT

*D1". It is set out in the speech by President Archie

Gumede in his speech at the same meeting, it is set out

there. It is also 3et Dut in the speech by Reverend Dr

Scesak, that the rea3on for coming together is opposition

to the new constitution and the Koornhof bills, and the

mobilisation and organisation in the first instance is

directed at the realisation of that objectivs. So that it

is not true that that is not contained in the UDF documents.

20I put it to you that the other important factor in the

campaigns and the issues, day-to-day issues is so that the

people can be politicised against the Government? -- That

is not the primary consideration, but inevitably that happens

because of the campaign.

And so that the people can take part in a struggle

against the Government? -- In the struggle for a vote, in

the struggle against the Government policies.

It uas said in documents of the UDF that to mobilise

and politicise people around issues so that they can fight?

— What document are ue referring to?

What/...
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Uhat would you say to such a suggestion? — It might

have been said, but is that a complete statement? Maybe

counsel should refer me to the document.

EXHIBIT "C7B, Volume 1. -- This is not a UDF document.

Ue do not even know whether this was written by Lucille

Meyer or someone in the house who occupies the same house

with Lucille Meyer.

This is a document found by her and ex facie the docu-

ment it uas a document on the strategies of the UDF. Uhat

do you say to that? — I do not know. In any event, any 10

individual is free to express his or her own perceptions or

views on a piece of paper. It does not follow that that is

a UDF document. It may well be that some of the things

that people are saying conflict with uhat the UDF says.

If you look at pages S to 7 uith the heading "Organisat-

ion". First I want to put it to you that this document

especially handles with the organisation and mobilisation

of the youth. Have you read this document before? -- Some

time ago. I did not study it - I can see nare it deals

with the youth and the democratic movement, and the first 2Q

sentence I think purports to answer questions in relation

to the role of the youth in the ongoing process of national

liberation. That is what it says.

Now, the democratic movement, does that apply to UDF?

-- It may well be, yes.

MR BIZDS: M'Lord, is the State contending that this document

uas compiled or published by an organisation of which the

accused is alleged to be a member, which would make it on

the face of it admissible, or is it Just ..

COURT: Ulell, is Lucille Meyer not an active supporter of 30

the/...
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the UDF having been on the NEC, and in that sense, is the

document not admissible? What ue make of it eventually is

s different matter.

MR BIZaS: Yes, I thought, M'Lord, that we would confine

ourselves to 69(**)(c), the very furthest on the question of

admissibili ty. Where it is mere possession of a co-

conspirator, it may well be that that co-conspirator may

have to explain the possession, but it is not any form of

act in which any person who is involved with in the or-

ganisation. Lie have not had the opportunity to study it. '̂

Ue believe that the UDF is not mentioned in this document,

(da may be wrong, but we could find no reference to the UDF.

The format of the document is the thoughts of some person

wham we do not know. It was in the possession of a co-

conspirator. It may uell be that - "same thoughts" seems

to be a favourite expression of people, of some people at

any rate, sit dawn and write their thoughts. It is permis-

sible to cross-examine an accused on the "some thoughts" of

someone or other?

COURT: T̂t_ may be an entire waste of time, unless it is j

shown that this was a document which was the backbone of a:

speech', for example, delivered/;

MR SIZQS: Uell, prima facie it ia not, because it says

this paper - anyway, H'Lord, I have made the point. I do

not know whether Your Lordship ..

HOT: Hoe help dit u saak?

HNR JACOBS: Edele, kan ek net verwys na die "Introduction"

op bladsy 1 daar. Daar word veruiys na die UDF wat mnr Bizos

se wat nie genoem word in die dokument nie.

"This paper ia not intended to answer all questions in 3Q

relation/,..
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relation to the role of the youth in the ongoing process

of national liberation. On the contrary it has been

occasioned by a number of specific issues that 1 have

personally come across inside the UDF. There in the

main are disorders which cannot seriously be attributed

to any fundamental ideological differences. The problem

insofar as I have been able to look at it, emanates

From a lack of a clear perspective in advancing correct

and appropriate tactics to come to terms with the

situation. Lie wish to influence, this is a real problem 10

that faces the young crusaders in the democratic front."

Edele, ek net nou nie kans gehad om vinnig deur die ander

te kyk nie, maar ek kan dit later daen, as ek die dokument

ears las, dan kan ek na horn toe terugkom.

HOP: Uat is die'doel van die kruisondervraging? UJil u *n

frase aan die getuie stel, dan kan u die frase aan die

getuie stel onafhanklik van die dakument. Maar uiaar bring

dit ans, as dit nie beuys is die dakument is deel van die

gepubiiseerde materiaa nie en die dame is deel van die UDF.

MNR JACOBS: Ek sal dan later op die dokument terugkam, dan 20

sal ek net ander vrae in die tussentyd stel, of ander doku-

mente uat uel dit Is.

I would like you to look at EXHIBIT "C14", Volume 2,

bladsy 3, die boonste paragraaf. Mr Molefe, I put it to

you that there it is stated that it is a noble task of the

UDF of mobilising and organising the people into a formid-

able front that will be able to render the Government's

plans unworkable.

COURT: Have ue not had this before? -- We have.

MR JACOBS: That uas in another sense, on the importance 30

of/...
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of mobilising the people around issues and so on.

COURT: tdhat is the point you make?

MR JACOBS: The point I am trying to make, the mobilisation

and organisation is in order to make the - is against the

Government in order to make the Government's plans unwor-

kable. -- Yea, in the context of the elections for the tri-

cameral parliament and the BLA. This specifically was

addressing the then coming elections, in the context of

getting a lot of pecple not to vote, and I think that para-

10graph must be taken from where it starts at page 2 where it

says:

nlde need to exercise utmost discipline, especially now

at this moment of unprecendented violent provocations

from certain Government-protected quarters."

That I understand to be actually saying that LJB must avoid

acts which would lead to violence, we must refuse to be

provoked by the Government into a violent reaction. I

think in a sense it also answers partly - it is part of the

instalment to the question that Your Lordship raised an

2DFriday, as to whether there had ever been a statement that

called - that specifically dealt with the issue of violence.

This was a paper that was presented to a meeting attended

by well over 1 000 people. I will respond to the question

fully tomorrow, the question that Your Lordship asked,

tomorrow or some time during this week.

l£F~ Molefe; I would like to put it to you, when you ,

Jtoia the Court that there were only four campaigns conducted

by" the DDF, you were not correct. — ; I contend that I was

correct in the sense in which I have defined the campaigns.

The only other exception was really the campaign to publicise

the/...
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the atrocities of the Ciskeian Government, which I explained

the form which it took. So that apart from that one, the

UDF really in a real sense had four campaigns.

Do you noui accept there uas a campaign against the

Ciskel? -- In respect of those atrocities, and I set out

the goals of that campaign. That much I said In my evidence

in chief and I repeat now.

I put it to you that it is recognised in the UDF that •

Vthe UOF conducted a campaign around conscription? -- The

UDF intended, but that campaign uas not conducted. If you 10

want to get tha facts in relation to that, I think we must

refer to EXHIBIT "C1" or nC2°, the secretarial report. It

deals with the campaigns, what the UDF regards as campaigns

and it separates other little activities that took place.

In the documents of the UDF there is reference to the

campaign, the conscription campaign and the Defence Farce.

The conscription is linked with the Defence Farce. Is that

correct? -- I da not know. In a sense, yes, because it has

gat to do with this compulsory military service. I do not

know in what context it was linked. But M'Lord, those four 2 0

are the UDF campaigns. There has been a loose use of lan-

guage in the course of time, where some little activities

have been referred to as campaigns, but in the real sense

they were not campaigns. I myself might have referred to

something else as a campaign, but tested against the criteria

of what a campaign is, that is not a campaign.

Uill you have a look at EXHIBIT "C9"? Have you got

it? — I have got it.

Mr Molefe, this is a report or the secretariat to the

UDF NGC? « That is correct, 3 0

This/...
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This uas found in the UDF offices in Johannesburg? --

That i3 correct.

And this report, uas it compiled by you as part of the

compilers of this report7 -- That is correct.

Now, on page 6 paragraph 7, the seventh paragraph,

idill you read it please? -- Is it the second or seventh?

The second-last one. --

"This is the scenario of the next feu months. Lie see

the LJDF fulfilling these tasks by applying itself to

the issues which will dominate discussion at this con- i a

ference, namely our response to the referendum/elec-

tions, the signature campaign and our campaign against

conscription. Unfortunately we uill not have time to

deal with the question of removals and resettlement,

but they must be built into our campaign."

MR 3ACQ35: Now, Mr Molefe, uill you accept than that there

you referred to "our campaign against conscription"? -- I

do so.

So you accept that there uas a campaign against con-

scription? -- There w2s an intention to take up the campaign 20

against conscription. The real campaign had not unfolded,

and I think if ue also would refer to the minutes of this

meeting, it will be clear that even the issue of conscrip-

tion uas not fully discussed at that conference.

Do you agree, there is no mention here of an intended

campaign against conscription, but there is reference to a

campaign? -- Yes, but this is an inside inforraaiton. I am

an official of the UDF. I know about that.

Again will you have a look at EXHIBIT "C53", page 10,

that is in Volume 4, at page 10, paragraph 3.5. There it 3 0

Is/...
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is an accepted fact that the UDF was engaging in an anti-

conscription campaign? -- If this is intended to aay that

the UDF did conduct this campaign, I disagree with the

writer.

MR SIZ05: M'Lord, I think with respect My Learned Friend

should dray the witness's attention to what appears on the

top of page 11, which is part of the same paragraph.

MR JACQ85: But it is an accepted fact that there was a

campaign about conscription? -- This page 11, the last

sentence says: 10

"Whilst the campaign in essence might not be immediate,

the preparation is ..n

So to me this is that the campaign in essence has not started,

in the real sense it has not started".

But did you know anything about a campaign against

conscription, Mr Molefe? -- There have been a lot of discus-

sions about the need to do that, to take up that campaign.

From the outset conscription was seen as part of the cam-

paign against - conscription was seen as an important element

in the tri-camerai proposals, proposals for a neu deal. 2u"

Lias there any decision .. -- The NEC did, I think, at

its meeting in November 1933, the minutes of which are

contained in EXHIBIT "£1", did recommend to the Western

Cape that a commission must be set up on conscription, to

investigate hou conscription, the issue of conscription

could be taken up as part of the campaign against the con-

stitutional proposals, and my recollection is that that

commission was only able to give a report back in June

198**, was only able to present its recommendations at that

time, around June 1984. 30

Uas/.•.
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LJas it decided that the campaign around conscription

to be conducted? — I think the decision uaa taken, but It

had not been practically Implemented. There were discus-

sions in a number of regions on that issue.

When was that decision taken? -- I am not certain. It

might well be in September 1983.

And do you knou what decision was taken, uho was to

run the campaign? -- Idell, I think initially uhat uas sugges-

ted mas that really regions should set up ccmmissians or

committees. I am not quite certain.

Uas there a campaign against farced removals?

A55E550R (MR KRUGEL): Are you going auay from the anti-

conscription campaign? Are you coming back to that? Thank

you.

MR JACOBS: Do. _you knou if there was a campaign against

o e d removals?^ -- There uas no national campaign in that

regard. There might uell have been activities in certain

regions like maybe the Western Cape, and possibly a little

bit in the Border regions relating to the situation in

rjcuale, and some visits from the Transvaal to places affec- 20

tad by the removals, Mogopa and places like Badplaas and so

forth, but there uas not real campaign by the UDF. It was

one of the issues that the UDF hDped to conduct a campaign

around in the near future.

LJill you have a look at page 5 paragraph 1.2.2. Do

you agree that there it is quite clearly stated that the

UDF had a campaign against forced removals? -- May I have

the opportunity to read the whole paragraph quickly? I do

not understand this paragraph in the context that the UDF

took up thia campaign. All the uriter of this is really 3 Q

aaying/...
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saying is that organisations or people in certain areas

affected by removals had been resisting that. He refers to

Huhudi here and he refers to Caelitsha, so that these

activities had been there before the formation of the UDF,

and he says, looking at that situation the LJDF believes

that it Is an important area of work because of its ability

to link town and country and spread resistance to give our

struggle a more national character- Then the next page,

page 6 he says:

"The National Executive Committee has deciced to employ 10

rural organisers to mark specifically on removals.

Unfortunately this decision has not been implemented

due to. insufficient funds far salaries and vehicles,11

So that really the UOF was not able to address itself fully

to that. The writer says it an page S of the 3ame paragraph-

Mr Molefe, I put it to you that you are trying to

mislead the Court further because it is quita clear from

this that there uas a campaign against farced removals and

that about to employ rural organisers, it is just one of

the plans in conducting this campaign? -- I do not dispute ^u

the fact that other people had conducted this campaign, but

the UDF itself had not, as I understand it, in the context

in which I have given my understanding of UDF campaigns.

It is true that the people in Huhudi had resisted removals

there, similarly with the people at Crossroads connected

with the Caelitsha issue.

MR BIZOS: M'Lord, in vieui of the suggestion of misleading,

ue mould draw Your Lordship's attention to page 9 where the

question of resistance to removals is actually dealt with

specifically in paragraph 3.1. I mill not comment as to 30

uhether/.-•
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whether the witness's answer is supported by that ar not,

but it is dealt with specifically. hie da not have to specu-

late on the meaning at the bottom of page 5 and the top of

page 6.

COURT: Mr Jacobs, uhat are you saying about 3.1 on page 9?

MR JACOBS: I am saying still that the UOF in this document

is claiming these as UDF campaigns and whether they are

working, intensifying the campaign, makes no difference,

because it is only a question of intensifying an existing

campaign. There was a campaign. -- I think 3-1 supports my 10

" answer clearly. I think that i3 a correct reflection of

the situation, up until the time of my arrest- And dealing

specifically with the point that is raised by counsel,

whilst this report was written by the UDF, I seem to see it

really dealing with issues that were not necessarily UDF

activities. It is dealing with the general situation in

the country, with regard to certain aspects uf the lives of

the people in South Africa. 5a that I do not think that

everything that they have got in here is necessarily the

' work of the UDF. 20

Mr Mdefe, can you tell the Court, did the UDF assist

in this campaign, say for instance before it became national

if it became national? -- It did not become national.

Did it assist in sending people to places to check up

in places where there was removal? — Yes, there had been

instances where officials of the UDF had gone to these

places by way of expressing solidarity with the communities

affected.

[Did the UDF plan and send information, obtain and send

out information on this campaign, on the question of 30

removals/...
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?^-- I know of no instance uhere the national office

sent out information regarding removals* I know of a situat-

ion uhere ue were busy trying to collect information, asking

those who were already involved there mho had better under-

standing to supply us with same information and some publi-

cations that they had produced, such as the Black Sash, the

Settlers People's Project, I think the Transvaal Rural

Election Committee as well.

And then I just want you to answer me one question, if

you go back to page 1. Ue read this part this morning, and 10

in brackets:

"The UDF campaigns will be dealt with more in detail

'later.°

Here it is identified, the campaigns that are dealt uith

later, that is UDF campaigns. Can you explain that to the

Court please? -- Well, he is saying so, amongst those things

that he is dealing with are probably UDF campaigns, but

uhen ue deal specifically uith the issue of removals, it is

clear that it is not UDF campaign yet. It does not chance

the position, but when I look at this, million signature 20

campaign, yes, it uas a UDF campaign, specifically. The

anti-election campaign, that uas the position, a UDF cam-

paign.

Do you agree that although it is said here that the

UDF campaigns will be dealt uith in more detail later,

there is no one of the campaigns dealt uith later that say

that this is not a UDF campaign? — I submit that the section

that ue had dealt uith relating to the removals indicates

very clearly the extent of UDF involvement, if any. It is

really a concern that uas still to find practical 30

manifestation/...
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manifestation, and there were still to be people employed,

and In fact I earlier an indicted that 1 had written a

letter to a certain Jackson Phusile to address the issue of

removals. Up until the time of my arrest there had not

been a response to that. I think that letter may be "X4n, I

think so, I am not quite sure, but I can find the exhibit.

Will you have a look at EXHIBIT "002" - (7 am going

~b~ack now to the"conscription campaign, Volume 5. Have you

got it? -- I have got the exhibit.

Will you have a look at page 10, paragraph 3.3. Uill

you have a look at the secretarial report?

COURT: Page 10 of the secretarial report. Is that right?

MR JACOBS: Ue did number them afterwards, page 2 of the

secretarial report, paragraph 3.3 of the secretarial report.

-- I see that. I suggest that that paragraph, that section,

the whole section, be read in conjunction with page 2 of

the Secretarial report,~\jhich is just the page before that,

point 3 which says "Other Activities", and it says:

"Limited activity has taken place in seme regions

around certain issues."

I think whatever comes below that must be explained in the

context of that introductory remark.

Mr Molefe, uill you agree, if I understand your eviden-

ce correctly, your previous evidence, that you are the

person who conducted this report? -- That is correct.

And you yourself refer .. -- Jointly with no 20.

This exhibit, the secretarial report, paragraph 3.3,

you refer to it as an anti-conscription campaign? -- Yes, I

have used that word loosely myself too, from time to time,

but uhen you look at this report clearly, which is just two

pages/...
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pages from the page that counsel referred to, you will aee

there after "Introduction" there is two campaigns, and it

sets out - continues to page 2, it sets out the Black Local

Authorities election, Coloured Management election, tri-

cameral election, million signature campaign, and it closes

and it says "Other Activities", and it goes on to explain

that limited activity has taken place in same regions around

certain issues. Then this that is called anti-conscription

campaign, that falls under what we as the UDF National

regard as limited activities which the . UDF had not been

able to co-ordinate as campaigns.

And is it correct, if you read paragraph 3.3 that a

number of anti-conscription committees were set up by the

UDF? -- That is correct.

And further on:

M .. that our affiliates and particularly youth and

student organisations need to be encouraged to give

priority to this issue."

-- That is correct.

N̂ojii., - - where were the number of conscript! en committees

s_et up, Mr Molefe? -_f That is so, in a number of regions.

20

Where were th?y spt up? -- I think the Western Cape

had one committee, the Transvaal had a committee, the Natal

region had a committee, I think the Eastern Cape or Border

had a committee too. However, it is clear from this that

this has never been a priority, was not given serious atten-

tion and ue are talking here of the situation as it was in

1985, April 1985, and a call is made here to organisations,

that organisations be encouraged to give priority to the

i9sue, and I think at this time there had developed in the 3 Q

townships/.••
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townships specific circumstances which necessitated this

kind of attention. There were regular reports of misconduct

by members of the SADF in the townships, repression in the

townships and so on, and this states very clearly that we

must perhaps consider the formation of a structure which

could monitor and publicise these activities of the SADF.

But is that not only part of the campaign? -- Well,

the actual campaign had not started. There had been discus-

sions en these issues.

The putting up of the ca.-roi ttees, is that not part of

the actual campaign having started? -- Wo, it is the begin-

ning of a prGcess of addressing the issue, getting somebody

or a group of people who can begin to lay the basis for

discussions and collect infer nation around that issue.

THE COURT ADJOURNS TO UhOO
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